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Over the next 2 years, regulation will have a greater impact on crypto’s future than technological innovation, particularly in the US and EU.
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● Obtaining legal clarity is the most pressing issue facing DAO stakeholders, and likely crypto stakeholders more broadly

● Key issues:
  ○ Today: Lack of legal clarity holds back the industry today
  ○ Near Future: Damaging regulation will significantly limit the industry’s potential
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- For more info see: The Master Switch: The Rise and Fall of Information Empires — Tim Wu
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Might happen: In the next three months, a bill could pass that may ban much of DeFi in the US.

Digital Commodities Consumer Protection Act (DCCPA)
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Markets in Crypto-Assets (MiCA)

- Will massively alter the stablecoin industry
- €200M Euro cap on daily volume of transactions for non-Euro denominated stablecoins

*Will happen:* By April 2024, centralized stablecoin use will be capped and algo + collateralized stablecoin may not be legal in the EU.
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- Reporting and reserve requirements that could make it impossible for algo/collateralized stablecoins to comply

*Will happen:* By April 2024, centralized stablecoin use will be capped and algo + collateralized stablecoin may not be legal in the EU.
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5. Lobby directly
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Quickstart to Advocacy

Join Industry Associations

- Blockchain Association
- Canadian Web3 Council
- Euci

Fund Think Tanks + Activism Groups

- Electronic Frontier Foundation
- Crypto Council for Innovation
- DeFi Education Fund
- Fight for the Future
Quickstart to Advocacy

- Or do it through a Gitcoin advocacy round and get some matching pool funding...

- GR12: $1.33M raised from 22K contributors
Questions?
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